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week in review  - headlines

"behold, I come; in the scroll of the book it is 
written of me." psa 40:7

‘Reduce Population’: Kamala Harris Verbal Slip-Up 
Corrected By White House
Vice President Kamala Harris mistakenly (?) suggested 
that one of the goals of investing in clean energy is 
population reduction.  

Are You Willing To Starve For The Greater Good?
Central planners are pulling double shifts. Contriving 
plans and proposals to control what you consume, how 
you travel and cook, where your money is spent, and 
much, much more.

Globalists Suggest “Finance Shock” And Climate Controls 
To Launch Their Great Reset
Central banks and international banks are now suddenly 
more concerned with carbon taxation and global warming 
than they seem to be concerned with stagflation and 
economic collapse. Likely because this was the goal all 
along and economic collapse is part of the plan.

America’s Religious Landscape in the midst of a 
Continuing Exodus, Devotion of True Believers Remains 
High
And of those regular church attendees 82% say they are 
optimistic about the future of their congregation, and 
89% say they are proud to be associated with their 
church.



She’s 47, anorexic and wants help dying. Canada will 
soon allow it.
An expansion of the criteria for medically assisted 
death that comes into force in March 2024 will allow 
Canadians like Pauli, whose sole underlying condition 
is mental illness, to choose medically assisted death.

Court hears another case that wants to censor 10 
Commandments
“The Supreme Court already settled this debate. 
Displays that are part of the history and tradition of 
America, like the Ten Commandments, are presumed to be 
constitutional,” said Lea Patterson, counsel at First 
Liberty.

Pure Evil. Latest Disney Production Is Cartoon About a 
Girl Who Inherits a Ritualistic Killing, Blood Drinking 
Cult from her Father
Praise Petey is set to premiere July 21st at 10pm ET/PT 
on Freeform with the first two episodes. Then, two 
episodes will drop weekly following the premiere, and 
will be available on Hulu the next day.

Hong Kong Warns Of Japanese Seafood Ban If Fukushima 
Dumps Nuke Water Into Ocean 
Last week, the UN nuclear watchdog gave Japan the 
“greenlight” to dump ‘treated’ radioactive water from 
the crippled Fukushima plant into the ocean. The plan 
upset China, the biggest buyer of its seafood exports, 
and has since sparked concerns in Hong Kong.

Climate engineering is a real and present threat to 
humanity 



For geoengineering expert Dane Wigington, climate 
engineering is the greatest and most immediate threat 
against humanity.

Are You Willing To Starve For The Greater Good? 
Central planners are pulling double shifts.  Contriving 
plans and proposals to control what you consume, how 
you travel and cook, where your money is spent, and 
much, much more.

BREAKING: Government Reports prove Pfizer & Moderna 
purposely manufactured Deadly Batches of the Covid-19 
Vaccines
An investigation of official U.S. Government data, 
provided by the Centers for Disease Control, has 
revealed that extremely high numbers of adverse 
reactions and deaths have been reported against 
specific lot numbers of the Covid-19 vaccines numerous 
times.

The Chinese Communist Party is rewriting the Bible 
…A possible sneak preview of what a Bible with 
socialist characteristics might look like appeared in a 
Chinese university textbook in 2020. The rewritten 
Gospel of John excerpt ends, not with mercy, but with 
Jesus himself stoning the adulterous woman to death.

13 Nations agree to engineer global FAMINE by 
destroying agriculture, saying that producing food is 
BAD for the planet 
We are now being told that producing food is bad for 
the planet. To “save” the planet, globalists insist, 
farms must be shut down across the globe.



Store Food While You Still Can, Because 2.4 Billion 
People Already Do Not Have Enough Food As This New 
Global Famine Accelerates
Global food supplies just keep getting even tighter, 
and global hunger has risen to extremely alarming 
levels.  People on the other side of the world are 
literally starving to death as I write this article, 
but most of us in the western world simply do not care 
about the millions that are deeply suffering because 
the mainstream media hardly ever talks about what is 
happening.  But the truth is that we are feeling the 
impact of this global food crisis too.

Here Come The Grasshoppers…
It was just a matter of time before the grasshoppers 
joined the party.  In 2023, global crops have been 
devastated by plague after plague.  Farmers in the U.S. 
and elsewhere have had to deal with seemingly endless 
drought, unprecedented heat, nightmarish flooding and 
horrifying outbreaks of disease.  In fact, citrus 
greening disease is one of the primary reasons why the 
orange harvest in Florida is on

Preparing to Wage a Nuclear War? Nuclear Attack F-16 
Fighters to Ukraine
The United States has begun a training programme for 
the Ukrainian Air Force in the use of F-16 fighters.  
They are conventional dual-capable and nuclear 
fighters.

Britain on lockdown alert as new killer virus which 
kills 40% of victims ‘certain’ to reach UK
…Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever (CCHF) – which kills 
between 10–40% of people infected – has been identified 



as a major threat to public health.

Global Alarm: Governments now believe there’s a link 
between COVID-19 Vaccines, Antibody-Dependent 
Enhancement & Immune System Degradation
…almost two years later, the authorities have quietly 
decided to begin an investigation into Covid-19 vaccine 
induced Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome and 
Antibody-Dependent Enhancement after scientists around 
the world, including many from Harvard and Yale, were 
forced to admit a debilitating suite of problems have 
been appearing hours, days or weeks after a Covid-19 
vaccine has been administered.

BEAST MODE: Colorado Begins Mark Of The Beast ‘Proving 
Grounds’ As Amazon One Allows Payments With Your Palm 
At 11 Whole Foods Locations 
My daughter Megan..sent me a text message with some 
crazy photos late last night about her incredible 
experience at their local Whole Foods store in 
Colorado. She went to check out and noticed, for the 
first time, that her Whole Foods was now using Amazon 
One for payments, and one of the options offered to her 
was to make a palm payment. Today it’s a payment 
through the front of your hand, and very soon it will 
be a payment through the back of your right hand or 
forehead. Guaranteed.

Google Is Testing An AI Tool Named ‘Genesis’ That Will 
Create News Stories Using Artificial Intelligence And 
Be Disseminated Through The Legacy Media
Of course, the old joke about the legacy news media has 
long been that the stories are written with artificial 
intelligence because it’s not real news, going all the 



way back to the original fake news known as ‘Yellow 
Journalism’. But all that is about to change. The 
global dominators at Google are working on a new 
project, codenamed ‘Genesis’, that will use AI 
technology like ChatGPT to write news stories and 
articles for all the main fake news merchants. And the 
fact they’ve named it ‘Genesis’? Don’t get me started.

Top economist: Central bankers are planning CBDC 
currency implants ‘under your skin’
A central banker reportedly told economist Richard 
Werner there are plans to issue CBDCs that ‘look like a 
small grain of rice,’ to be implanted under the skin.

CDC confirms COVID Vaccination caused shocking 338x 
increase in Cancers & AIDS-Associated Diseases
Official data made available by the U.S. Government and 
Centers for Disease Control strongly suggests that 
fully vaccinated Americans may be developing Acquired 
Immunodeficiency Syndrome or a similar disease that is 
decimating the innate immune system.

George Michael could 'return' to touring years after 
death -- as hologram...
Pop legend George Michael tragically died in 2016, but 
his former Wham! bandmates Shirlie Kemp, Pepsi and 
Andrew Ridgeley like the idea of an ABBA-style hologram 
show

Young adult woman gets just 90 days in jail for 
aborting viable unborn child, burning its body
A Nebraska young adult will serve just 90 days in jail 
for using abortion pills to abort her unborn nearly 30-
week-old child... Detectives later learned the 



Burgesses had disposed of the baby's remains twice — 
before burying them a third time after burning them.


